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udents flee from Pacific's dry campus
ZAMANSKY

Editor

Ith the implementation
[)P's new alcohol policy,
pnts are finding alterreans of drinking and
ling, with many going
Impus to local businesslome of the local busi
es that attract students
luidi's, Stockton Rocks,
[lynn's.
students will agree
Thursday nights indiIthe highest number of
: students going out in
cton to party and hang
Jusinesses such as Guilave noticed dramatic
lases in their gross sales
UOP's "no alcohol"
ty on campus common
're a lot busier now
OP has this new policy
|rding alcohol," exed Aaron Guidi, owner
iSuidi's.
"Thursday
ts are bigger than ever
e are probably pulling

JESSICA C. CURLEY

Staff Writer

Students are giving Guidi's 40 percent more sales; a result of the new alcohol policy?

at least 40 percent more in
sales than we did last year."
Other businesses, such as
Stockton Rocks, are not
noticing as much sales differ
ence.
"It's still too early to tell
what kind of effect this new
Pacific policy will have on
businesses," stated Moe
Smith, manager of Stockton

Rocks. "For the most part,
UOP is a young campus with
most of the students that
drink being underage. For
that reason, we really aren't
affected."
Students seem to enjoy go
ing out to local businesses,
regardless of the alcohol pol
icy.
The fact of the matter is

that while the school admin
istration has passed new sets
of guidelines for alcohol on
campus does not seem to af
fect students discontinuing
their socializing with alco
hol. This being the case,
more than ever it seems that
students are leaving campus
for local businesses to party
See Local businesses, page 2

>w Creek housing numbers under scrutiny
ZAMANSKY

Is Editor

[ith the largest freshman
in a long time entering
this semester, there was
lortage of on-campus
sing everywhere. There
even students temirily living in the Cowell
|lth Center.
fith on campus housing
completely full, Resi[tial Life and Housing is
ling its focus to greek
imunity housing, particully the men's greek com

munity, all of which are suf that means that the members
fering from low
pay an addi
er than normal
"Basically, this is tional
housing num
to
affecting all five amount
bers.
make up for
fraternities in
"Basically, this
lower num
is affecting all
bers,
then
some way or
five fraternities
that is what
another."
in some way or
has to hap
another,"
ex
pen."
- Rick Morat, There are
plained
Rick
Morat, director
Director of several fac
of Student Actitors
that
tivites. "These Student Acitivites. seem to be
groups
must
contributing
make up the difference in es to unusually lower numbers
sentially empty bed space. If this semester in men's com-

munal living. Jorge Barriere,
men's Greek Council presi
dent, contends that a major
reason as to why numbers
are lower than normal is a
partial result of the new alco
hol policy UOP has formally
instituted this semester.
Barriere contends, "Sure
the alcohol policy has a lot to
do with what is happening.
Many people feel that if you
can't drink comfortably in a
common area, why not just
live somewhere else?"
Sorority housing, which
See Fraternities, page 3
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Sunny
Hi: 89 Low: 55

Sunny
Hi: 91 Low: 55

Sunny
Hi: 94 Low: 58

Sunny
Hi: 85 Low: 52

Weekend

EATHER

Planes
soar
over
Stockton
The premiere air show in
the Western United States,
the Alex G. Spanos "Wings
over Stockton" Airshow
gathered over 135,000
guests last weekend at the
Stockton airport. The threeday event was on Friday,
Sept. 24 from 3:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m. and on Saturday
and Sunday, Sept. 25- 26
from 8:30 a.m. until 5:00
p.m.
The airshow had 24 sep
arate performances on Fri
day and 32 on both Satur
day and Sunday.
Some of the main fea
tures included the Canadi
an Snowbirds Jet Demon
stration Team, which was
the headlines Robosaurus,
an electrohydromechanical
creature of prehistoric pro
portions and many other
different military and civil
ian performers.
The World Freestyle
Sportflying Competition
held its championship
round at the airshow. Five
aerobatics championship
performers competed for
the top honors and $75,000.
This special segment was
filmed by ESPN for a spe
cial that will air in the
fourth quarter of 1999.
Each pilot flew a fiveand-a-half-minute freestyle
routine choreographed to
music. The scoring took
place through interactive
scoring devices that mem
bers of the crowd had to
identify the championship
See Airshow, page 4
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College Headlines
Penn State hosts Great
Insect Fair
Daily Collegian

(Pennsylvania State U.)

1

It was beetle mania on cam
pus this weekend and it had
nothing to do with the Fab
Four.
Penn State's Entomology
department held its annual
Great Insect Fair Saturday,
with the theme "Beetle Ma_ //
ma.
"The Great Insect Fair is de
signed to educate the public
about the fascinating world of
arthropods," said Steven Ja
cobs, extensive entomologist
and fair coordinator, in a Penn
State press release.
"We try to show the benefi
cial aspects of insects, as well
as how they can be used to
teach biological and ecological
principles to children and
adults."
Among the attractions of
fered were the Insect
Olympics, where kids could
compare their athletic abilities
to those of insects; face paint
ing; an insect zoo; a bee-keep

ing exhibit and The Web Site,
where various types of spiders
were displayed and shown to
the guests in glass casing.
Dorothy Blair, assistant pro
fessor of nutrition, volunteered
with students from her Nutri
tion 430 (Global Food Strate
gies) class at the Insect Deli,
where they served mealworm
Rice Krispies treats and wax
moth larvae nachos.
"The kids are the ones who
try it the most, a few of the par
ents being very supportive,"
she said. "It's fun to watch the
kids put it (the bug) in their
mouth and see the expression
on their face."
The expression of Frank Yeager, 7, was less than enthusias
tic after he tried a moth -nacho,
just one of the many types of
food that was mixed with in
sects.
"I swallowed half of it and
they're gross," he said. "They
taste like raisins and I hate
raisins."
Mark Badger, director of the
analytical research group in the
Energy Institute, volunteered
at the cricket-spitting contest.
"Some people are afraid of

adopted has obviously af
fected fraternities' tradition
Continued from page 1
al plans for social events.
and drink.
Notable examples of this
"Indeed, it's a lot better would be Archania's Teeterfor businesses in general," Totter, formally held at the
said Guidi. "In fact, when house, as well as Phi Delta
fraternities have these all- Theta's Volcano Bash, which
weekend parties like Teeter- also was held at their respec
Totter, it tends to hurt busi tive house.
ness the most."
The last time Volcano Bash
The new alcohol policy was held at the Phi delta
that the University has Theta house, it was located
in C-Section in the Townhouses.
The side effects of the new
Have an idea for a news
alcohol policy are starting to
story? Is there an
unravel; with more factors
organization on campus
affecting the community
that needs more
rather than just Pacific stu
coverage? Do you have a
dents.
comment for the News
Editor regarding to a news
story? If so, please call

putting the cricket in their
mouths, even though they
have been freeze-dried and are
dead—mainly the parents,"
Badger said. "They encourage
their kids to do it, but won't do
it themselves."
The unofficial record set for
cricket spitting, Badger said, is
38 feet and 1/2 inch. While the
fair was geared toward chil
dren, parents also got involved
and this was appealing to
many of whom came to the
event.
"I've tried a mealworm Rice
Krispies treat, went to the in
sect zoo and held a tobacco
worm, cockroaches, a praying
mantis and a walking stick,"
said Joanie Eyster of State Col
lege. "We love it and the kids
think it's really cool."
But the food and contests
weren't theonly attraction. En
thusiasm and excitement were
also a major part of the envi
ronment, as well.
"It's a great educational ex
perience. Our kids learned
something," said Robert
Eyster, her husband. "Hope
fully, they will keep the fair going.

Public Safety Re
September 16-22
Thefts:
Stadium Drive
Parking Lot #6

Sept 19 Vehicle stole^
Sept 20 Parking P^rI

Vandalism
Grace Covell Hall
McCaffrey Center
aged

Sept 18 Fire extingu
Sept 20 Garbage e*1

Burglary;

Sept 20 Checkbook ar
Sept 21 Wallet, cr. card
Sept 22 Lawnmower

Grace Covell Hall
Grace Covell Hall
Archania
Alcohol-Drug Violations

Stadium Drive
Atchley Way
WPC "
Grace Covell Hall
President's Drive

Sept 16
Sept 19
Sept 19
Sept 19
Sept 22

Subject cited dnij
Subject taken to res
Subject taken to dei
Subject taken to re
Subject witH openi

Miscellaneous:
Fraternity Circle
Ritter House
McCaffrey Center
Price House

Sept 17
Sept 19
Sept 19
Sept 21

Unauthorized
Tampering w i f
Loud party sh l j t dc
Tampering with r.r«

We would like to welcome everyone back to cam. p»us
you had a good vacation away from the academic ro
now ready to start the new semester. The staff of th e Oep
Public Safety is committed to assisting you in anv- -vva;
Please feel free to call on us anytime.

The Public Safety Report is prepared by Associa te L 'M
Public Safety ferry Houston and published each z r • c sk
Pacifican. Questions should be directed to Jerry Irfcms
x. 62537

_

Local businesses-

The Pacifican

at 946-2115 with your
comment or e- mail the
News Editor at
news@theparifican.com

Delta College student, male, needs room to rent. $250/month - 478-5325
Automobile
1988 Silver Mazda RX7 50,000 Actual miles, like new $4700 477-5122
'

'

Rm for rent: Room w/view,
Nantucket Village condos on lake off Hammer, bdrm priv bath garage & all a.my
y
for $305 & 1/2 util. Call Alex w(925) 606-2332
'

Babysitter needed for adorable twin
babies in Tracy 1 day/wk, occasionally more, hours flexible $8 hour lunch inclu

• Late breaking news & sp
•BKI5IES5S^B

T
the print version has and i

www.thepacifiean.com
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idents explore options at Pacific's Career Fair
"I'm looking for something
that will give me an idea of
what the heck I can do with
|Hall lawn was full of my life," said Kat Lofton, a se
last Thursday, nior history major.
Most people were wander
is of UOP students
Ibrowse the tables of ing around among the tables,
npanies who arrived collecting the free pens and
pus to tell students entering contests, with no
eir organizations are specific interests in mind.
"I'm just trying to see
what's
out
Fall 1999
ir, here at "I'm looking for there," admit
Nikki
versity of
something that ted
Kohn, a junior
c brought
will give me an sports science
|>y the Caidea
of what the major, as she
Internsigned in at
tnter was
heck I can do
the Career and
|Thursday.
with my life"
Internship
Ints were
Center's stu
2 chance to
ae of the
- Kat Lofton, dent sign-in
table.
lies who
Senior There was a
ring and
wide variety
pse compaof
students
in
attendance:
all
llookingfor. But what
levels, ranging from freshmen
Itudents looking for?
' students were "just to seniors, first-year pharma
I ideas," as freshman cy students and grad stu
lory student Jane Lip- dents; majors ranging from
political science to communi•iUTMACHER
r News Editor

—

[News from UOP's
Constituent Schools
..

hool of Dentistry Professor Dr. Stefan Highsmith
les Biochemistry and is a research coordinator. He re:d a five-year research grant, "Motor-Polymer Bindind Structural Dynamics," from the National Insti> of Health for $520,000 to study molecular motors
>of Dentistry, was appointed executive counselor
Ihe Pacific Coast Society of Prosthodontists and chair
|e undergraduate Prosthodontics Education Commitw
onservatory of Music percussion Professor Allen
vn was guest clinician for the Diablo Wind Symphot Los Medanos College Sept. 11. His presentation inled orchestral percussion technique and audition
•aration for University-level music programs and
phony orchestras. He was guest conductor Sept. 18 at

Rose prepared a program on French composer GerGrisey broadcast on National Polish Radio Channel
ne 9. The same company broadcast an hour-long pron about Rose July 14, including an interview with him
five excerpts from his compositions.

cation, from biology and
chemistry to mechanical engi
neering, from music business
to education. Engineering
students had a variety to
choose from which many ap
preciated.
"I'm looking for anything
in electrical engineering be
cause I'm going on CO-OP
next semester," announced
Russell Charnock, a junior.
Other students weren't so
appreciative, however. One
student was overheard com
plaining, "Unless you're an UOP's Career Fair is designed to help students find work.
engineering or business stu
Smith suggests that stu
However, for the seriousdent, there's really nothing
minded students soon-to- be- dents attend a variety of
here."
What do students think of job-seekers, there is a formal preparatory workshops the
the companies coming to job fair held in the spring— Career and Internship Center
UOP? Jane Lipsky summed it late February or early March. will be hosting and research
Jody Smith of the Career the companies that will be
up: "I think it's really good
they come to colleges and and Internship Center said there.
The Career and Internship
give us information about the spring Career Fair is much
more formal than the fair of Center will have a list of those
themselves."
companies as the information
The Career Fair gave stu late.
Students in attendance will becomes available. When the
dents a chance to see a variety
of businesses here in Stock be required to bring a profes information is available, The
ton. The fall Career Fair is the sional resume and dress pro Pacifican will publish this in
formation.
fessionally.
informal fair.
pected, there may be anoth
er fraternity introduced to
Continued from page 1
the campus soon.
"I think that every five or
already assumed an alcoholfree environment by the con so years, there needs to be
tracts of their own charters, some exploration into the
has not felt any of the effects possibility of introducing a
new fraternity," explains
which Barriere speaks.
Rachael Cooper, women's Morat.
Those in the Greek com
Greek Council president,
states, "All the sororities munity disagree with Morat.
have met their required Aaron Fiddelke, vice-presi
numbers according to hous dent for Phi Delta Theta,
ing requirements and no says, "That's not the answer.
We have to get away from
house is in any danger."
The new direction in the whole Animal House im
which the leaders of the Uni age and bringing in another
versity of the Pacific's Greek fraternity, I believe, will only
community are turning to is create a greater struggle with
building a better image of numbers for recruitement in
what it means to be greek,
both socially as well as acad
STOCKTON LOAN
emically.
and
Barriere contends that
JEWELRY
there needs to be "more pub
licizing of what is positive in
We don't want all the business.,
the Greek community such
just yours"
as the community service,
Open 10am-6pm
the leadership experience
Sunday 10-4pm
Closed on Wednesdays
that is gained and the bond
ing amongst men."
4227 Pacific Avenue
If numbers continue to re
Stockton, CA 95207
Tel 209-954-9128
main lower than what is ex

Fratemities-

209-954-0128

the fall and in the spring."
Whether or not numbers
do pick up for the men's
Greek houses, Morat has
confirmed that there will be a
meeting next semester of the
Greek Advisory Board. In
terestingly enough, the topic
for expansion will be
brought to the table.
These discussions, accord
ing to Morat, are in no way
confirming that there will ex
pansion, though.

MultiColor
Custom ScreenPrinting
Embroidery
Fast, Dependable Service
Reasonable Prices

California Tees
Im K El Dorado ftC {im 467-7624
$fcn:kloo.C\ 95202
Fax Sam 467*0320

Airshow

Continued from page 1
winner.
" I he WFSC will bring an
exciting level of entertain
ment to both the live audi
ence as well as the television
audience," commented Vin
cent Nastro, Commissioner
of
the
International
Aerosports
Federation.
"Through cameras mounted
on the aircraft, in helicopters
and on the ground, we feel
that we will truly be able to
capture the magic and the
high-energy action of cham
pionship-level aerobatics fly
ing."
There were some students
from UOP that attended the
airshow. Mark Pekarek, a
freshman, went with a friend
from Delta College and
thought it would be some
thing fun to do.
Circle K International, a
volunteer group on campus

i

Callison Pad being negl^c

was there all weekend volun
teering their time. Sopho
more Connie Feng, secretary
of Circle K, said they were
going to help direct parking.
There were also others on
campus that didn't go be
cause they hadn't heard
about it. "I [didn't] go. I [did
n't] really know about it,"
said Sharlene Messer, fresh
man.
Faizal Maghani, also a
freshman, said, "I didn't real
ly know about it and I [had]
no way to get there."
In addition to the airplane
show, there were numerous
business stands. Many local
vendors were present. One
disappointment was that the
"Blue Angels" were not pre
sent. Instead, there was a
Canadian flight squad
Callison Hall has been
named the "Canadian Snow quiet since the school year
birds."
started, and it still remains to
There was however, Blue be a skeleton of a building.
Angels merchandise being
The project was set to be
sold.
finished in April of this year,
four months before the se
mester started. However,
students continue to walk by
a fenced-off foundation,
with no explanation as to
why the hall hasn't been
completed.
Pat Cavanaugh, vice-pres
ident of Business and Fi
nance, cites the problem as
"on-going problems with the
general contractor."
Allied Construction, the
company involved in the
project, has had problems
with management and over
booking.
Fortunately, the Universi
ty has something to compen
sate the losses in regards to

All the Digital Power in
the Palm of Your Hands

www.omniplayer.com
3 Bedroom
Townhomes

PRE-L
Workshi

Phi Alpha Dtj

Where: WPC 140 I
When: Thursda I

12:00 p r I

The following Info l
will be covenI

Spectators look up to see a bi-plane in the sky at the airshow.

1. How do I select a Law I
2. How do I apply to Law > I
3. What Is the LSAT/LSDAS I
4. Do 1 need to take a Pre I
tor the LSAT?
5. What should 1 write in r I
statement of purpose? H
6. Other questions students fl
have will also be addr-. H

%
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ubtleties of the new alchohol policy
.flYVe have all heard the stanrd arguments students have
ered when opposing the
ohol policy: drunk driving,
where to party, the dangers
Stockton. Six weeks into the
ester and the implementan of this new policy, other
e effects have emanated.
First, it is significant to
ention that the alcohol poliis being enforced. At the
ginning of the semester, it
as not yet evident whether
• not Public Safety would
osely regulate alcohol conimption, since they have
her on-campus duties to
hich they must adhere, such
: stopping auto and bicycle
\eft. Those individuals and
rganizations who violate the
ew alcohol codes are either
arned, ticketed or placed on
jcial probation.
It is no secret that alcohol
onsumption often times is a
irecursor to crime, but has

alcohol consumption on cam
pus decreased? Perhaps the
amount of beer drinking has
decreased, but certainly the
amount of hard alcohol con
sumed
has
increased.
Students have not stopped
drinking due to the alcohol
policy, because most disagree
with it. To be blunt, they have
simply found ways to get
drunk quicker. This may lead
to students with a higher
degree of intoxication, which
may in turn lead to more
crime. Public Safety would
probably miss this crime,
because they are too busy
searching the basements of
fraternities for hidden kegs.
No campus organization
has been wounded more by
the new alcohol policy than
the fraternities. In no way is it
being suggested that fraterni
ties are merely beer-thirsty
revelers, but part of fraternity
rush involves alcohol. For

thousands of years male
bonding has centered around
alcohol. Even ancient Greeks
drank together. When the
University restricts alcohol
consumption, they also make
rush difficult, because one of
the appeals of fraternities is
the idea of a bunch of males
bonding over a few cold beers.
With the office of Residential
Life and Housing pressuring
fraternities to fill their houses
to capacity, while the depart
ment of student life is telling
them not to drink in common
areas, fraternities are placed in
a difficult situation, because
one of their key rush tools—
alcohol—is no longer avail
able to them. Some fraternity
members are being forced to
pay more for their living
accommodations
because
there already are not enough
members living in the houses.
Another evident side effect
is the large number of off-

campus parties being thrown.
Has anyone considered what
kind of public image this
gives UOP students? College
parties are not often quiet,
and many neighbors of stu
dent-owned houses must be
missing out on sleep. Not
only are students impeding
on the personal space of oth
ers, but those who aren't are
stereotyped as doing this.
The image we wish to portray
to the Stockton community is
not one that the new alcohol
policy supports. College stu
dents will drink, but it is
unfair that we disturb the rest
of the world while doing so.
If I were a Stockton resident
I would avoid Guidi's at all
costs on Thursday nights,
unless I was looking to pick
up a drunk UOP student. On
Thursday nights the business
(and beer) is flowing at
Guidi's; there is barely walkSee Alcohol Policy, page 7

acifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the third
floor of Hand Hall or e-mail us at opinion@thepacifican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Promise Keepers lack tolerance
Dear Editor,
I found it very odd that in
your glowing account of the
visit of the "Promise Keepers"
you referred to the fact that they
are considered controversial,
but didn't bother to state to
what many of us in the campus
community object. In fact, your
article read more like a piece of
their propaganda than a news
report.
I will speak here only of the
statements and acts of the
"PK's" national leadership,
since such a large group will, of
course, hold a mix of views.
Aside from the peculiar and
selectively "Literalist"interpre
tation of the Bible that they
share with the rest of the Theo
cratic Right, there is the ques
tion of how they regard
women, and how they regard
gay men and lesbians. Herein
lies much of the controversy.
It is simple to document the
leadership's paternalistic and

sexist approach to women,
(whose place it is to follow the
lead of men). Certainly they be
lieve that women should be
treated decently. But the leader
ship of the "Promise Keepers"
is clear that women need to re
member their subordinate
place. Indeed, I was told that a
group of UOP women playing
soccer were instructed to cease
and desist and return to their
homes by Promise Keepers on
our campus. Apparently play
ing soccer is not appropriate
womanly behavior.
Moreover, "Coach"—the
founder of the Promise Keep
ers—has been at the forefront of
the Theocratic Right's attempt
to continue to deny gay and les
bian Americans equal rights in
America. He has consistently
worked to fan the flames of big
otry, fear and hatred on this is
sue.
Your readers might be inter
ested to know that my dean
wrote an article in "The

Record" bringing the "PK"
record on women and gays to
the attention of the Stockton
community. The result has been
a torrent of abusive, vitriolic
and even threatening emails
and phone calls from these
same "Christians." To protect
her young daughter from this
onslaught of hatred, Dean En
sign has had to change her
phone number—a good exam
ple of real family values, I
would say.
In the Christian church in
which I was raised, we were
taught to look at how people
behave rather than at what they
say about themselves, the fruit
of the tree and all that. It seems
to me that the tree of the
"Promise Keepers" is bearing
more than one kind of fruit, and
some of us find it unpalatable.

Staff Writer

I have always felt that jus
tice should be swift, firm and
relevant to the crime. The
death penalty is exactly that,
except for swiftness, but I'll
get to that. First, who should
get the death penalty? Any
one who has purposefully
taken another person's life,
outside of war or self-de
fense, should be subject to
capital punishment. But not
only murderers should be so
severely punished. Serious
sexual offenders like rapists
or child molesters also de
serve to pay for their crimes.
Killing a man or woman for
their truly horrible offenses is
the safest thing to do in a lot
of cases. I think it's also more
cost effective, and, best of all,
it feels right.
Some people argue that
these criminals have a right
to life. Why are they different
from the people they killed?
What about the victims' right
to life? These criminals lost
their right as soon as they de
cided that they could take

A

I1

some one else's life. A con
victed killer has no rights. As
soon as they are convicted
their entire purpose on this
planet should be to die, and
to die soon I'm not talking
about the way they do it in
China where once you are
convicted you are immediate
ly taken outside and shot and
the bullet gets billed to your
family. A week or a month is
plenty of time to wait after
the trial. Why let them sit in
prison for years and write let
ters to get the execution post
poned? Once they are con
victed there should be no
question about what will
happen to them. They should
not be treated as humans any
more. No mercy should be
given to those who think that
they can decide the value of
human life.
California's death penalty
isn't severe enough. They put
the criminal to sleep painless
ly. How is this possible? The
old adage, "An eye for an
eye," should still apply. Here
is a hypothetical situation: A
man comes into another
man's house, kidnaps his five

year-old daughter in the mid
dle of the night and puts her
in the trunk of his car. He
then drives for hours up
mountain hills and over
rough dirt trails without
opening the trunk or giving
her food or water. When he
finally gets to where he's go
ing he takes her out, gags her,
blindfolds her, and ties her to
a bed. He then does unspeak
able things to her for days, or
even weeks, keeping her
alive just so he can hurt her
more. He then kills her. Police
find him, surround him, and
arrest him. He goes to jail
where he sits and reads and
watches himself on the news.
His lawyer almost succeeds
in getting him off, but in the
end, after months and
months of examinations and
cross-examinations, he is
convicted and, surprisingly,
given the death penalty. He
goes to Death Row for a few
years, every day writing let
ters to congressmen or
women or humanitarian
groups asking to be acquit
ted. He does an interview

See Death Penalty, page 8
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"It limits our options
on campus. It's
forced my friends
and I to go off
campus to drink."
Joe LeBel
Senior

"Parties have!
moved to Rayr
Great H a l l , W
frustrates me
cause it keepsi
in the Quads av

Best regards,
Cortlandt Smith
Professor
Political Science

Death penalty too lenient
DOUG ROBERTSON

How has the alcohol
affected you?

Megan

"It's been a major
Inconvenience to my
habits/'
Andrew Van VVey
aopnomore

"It sucks beca u 5
have to have sm
parties in a ro
instead of th
common

Michelle Mew
Sophor
"My concern would
be that the alcohol
policy will encourage
students to drink off
campus and increase
drunk driving."
Melanie Stratton
Senior

For our view on this topic, se
the Editorial on page 5.
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reotypes can really be harmful to friendships
type.
When a young person is
learning to form ideas and the
iter's dictionary defines ories, he/sheis under the oblig
pe as "a conventional ation of the societal need to la
|or belief," but this sim- bel. Opinions move from being
means much more. A personal to being public. We re
pe can be, at best, an gard these preconceived stereo
and, at worst, a types as our own personal
I do not believe there moral system, but in fact we
•n anyone fortunate tend to have remarkably simi
to have escaped being lar opinions as the public
i, or perhaps the insti- around us.
These prejudices of how we
a demeaning stereo-

I SlME
Writer

1
l _f
1looked 11
in t El ^1 lintroductions,
fY f v/A/
at initial
are taught to view people and you expect of a person.
One of the main problems such as that I love Punk music
situations are completely nor
with
stereotypes, is that cus or that I laugh at absolutely
mal, yet often lead to conflict
and confrontation. During an tomarily we tend not to give anything and everything. Just
experiment in my communica those who belong to an unfa these details could endear me
tions class, we determined that vorable "grouping" a chance of to a whole population of people
even the most self-proclaimed, friendship in the least. For ex that would have, at first glance,
unbiased students evaluate ample, by simply looking at written me off their list.
As college students, we
people on appearance and snap me, I would probably be classi
should
look past stereotypes to
fied
as
the
stereotypical
"prep,"
judgments. While many of
these stereotypes are dissolved although I consider myself an actual personalities because
through the length of conversa approachable person. There are many wonderful friends can be
tion, a first impression remains many minor eccentricities in found in the most unlikely peo
as a lasting reminder of what my personality that are over- ple.
*

•
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Alcohol Policy

war, or not to war: the question

'^mwiTZER
WEditor

^'Bia renewed air strikes
chnya, the site of the
ous war with rebels
|994 through 1996, as
epartment official
ubin urged Russia to
t's military action and
alogue." Russia has
d communications
d oil plants that are
1 the possession of the
n rebels.
fact that the State Delent has sent a notice
a peaceful solution is
g more than presumpand is nothing less
bsolute gall. I don't
|the State Department
has any say in how
handles its internal
, and I think it is
lous to presume that
ould.
en you consider that
S. isn't exactly known
ttling matters in the
peaceful of circum;s as of late, it is nothss than hypocritical to
ther countries to do
we are not capable or
g to do ourselves.
; conflict between Rusnd Chechnya is not a
ane. Chechnya fought
s independence from
through 1996, and
ged having harrassed
lussian military to a
still. Under the current
2 deal, Chechnya's statas been frozen until
It now does appear,
:ver, that Russia does
ish to keep that status

frozen.
Russian officials claim that
"Islamic Militants" within
Chechnya have recently set
off bombs that have resulted
in over 300 deaths in Russia.
Although Chechen officials
deny this, there seems to be
enough supporting evidence
that Russia is willing to be
gin air strikes, and even send
in commandos "to hunt
down the Islamic militants,"
although they have main
tained that this will not turn
into a full scale war. I ask
you, what qualifies as a full
scale war if not air strikes
and raiding commandos?
Although I do not in any
way condone the actions of
Russia, I do feel that if there
is any validity to the respon
sibility of Islamic militants
from Chechnya for the
deaths of over 300 Russians,
then Russia does have every
right to take action. Howev
er, this is a very gray area,
and the responsibility of

Continued from page 5
ing space both inside and out
side. Residents with families
probably don't like taking
their children to restaurants
teeming with drunk students.
There are many effects of
the alcohol policy which have
begun to reveal themselves.
Throughout the year, we will
certainly continue to experi
ence the harmful conse
quences of UOP's prohibition
policy. Perhaps the student
body and UOP administrators
should reconsider their new
stance on alcohol before these
issues become even more
harmful to the students, the
reputation of UOP and the
community at large.

these deaths could be no making the assertions?
It almost seems as if the
more than a good excuse.
With that being said, I will State Department and U.S.
bureaucrats
go on to affirm that
would like there
in no way do we,
"To the
to be two sets of
the United States,
watchdogs
of
international
have any say what
rules: those that
the
world
keep
soever in this con
flict, as it is for the your noses out apply to the
U.S., and those
time being an in
of the rest of that apply to
ternal conflict of
the world's everybody else.
Russia. We are not
It is not our
so guiltless of re
crotch."
obligation, nor
cent military activ
is it our right. To
ity that we can —
the
Watchdogs
of the world
make these calls for peace.
I
say
this,
heel,
sit, go lay
With the Kosovo conflict
just recently out of the news, down, just keep your nose
can anyone say that the U.S. out of the rest of the world's
has the right to urge Russia (crotch).
for a peaceful solution?
When Russia urged the Unit
ed States to seek other alter
natives in Kosovo and Yu
goslavia, many people
thought that they should
have kept out of the way. Is it
not the same now, or is it dif
YOUR BANK FOR
ferent because the U.S., the
watchdogs of the world, are

PacificStateBank
Y OUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
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Credit Cards
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.OP-ED
Ammnesty: Global issues and freedom
MICHAEL KOJIS
Staff Writer

n

"The horrors which we have
seen, the still greater horrors
which we shall presently see,
are not signs that rebels, insub
ordinate, untameable men, are
increasing in constant num
bers, but rather that there is a
constant increase, a stupen
dously rapid increase, in the
number of obedient, docile
men," says Georges Bernanos.
Seemingly, to eliminate the
"horrors" of which Mr.
Bernanos speaks, one must
eliminate his or her own blind
obedience to the status quo.
In
A.
turn, removing this docility implies that one must discover
and act upon the truth.
At the University of the Pael"0, however, there exists no
forum through which students
can learn the truth about international human rights abuses
and become involved in cor
recting such abuses. That is
precisely why a newly estab
lished student group, entitled
C.A.U.S.E. - Committee for Action through Unity, Support,
and Education - has decided to
create a local Amnesty Interna
tional (AI) chapter.
AI, founded in 1961, is the
largest grassroots organization
in the world (over 1 million
members in over 162 countries)
and works on behalf of the

Death Penalty._

Continued from page
age 6
t
with a famous news person
ality and says he's seen the
light— has found God —and
regrets all that he's done. His
pleas for a retrial are not an
swered, and the day of his ex
ecution finally arrives.
He lies down on a metal
table and is strapped in. He is
then given a shot and he
peacefully, painlessly falls
asleep. How can this happen?
It's an outrage! Is it because
"cruel and unusual punish
ment" is illegal? That makes
no sense at all. The little girl
was put through hell for no
reason, and then he gets a
nap. The punishment should
be cruel and unusual, other
wise it makes no sense. That

M

thousands of victims of human
rights violations every year.
According to the AI website,
these victims include those
who are "detained because of
their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic
origin, language, or religious
creed, provided they have not
used nor advocated violence,"
and those who are "political
prisoners detained without
charge or trial." Amnesty also
actively opposes torture and
state-sanctioned violence.
AI accomplishes these goals
predominantly through infor
mation-sharing among its
members and subsequent let
ter writing to wcertain
x i u u i ^governUVClU
ment officials worldwide (ineluding many in America)
urging them to stop inhumane
practices. This strategy has
proved effective, as 40,000 of
43,000 total prisoner cases have
been resolved since AI's inception. Because of their extraordi
nary success rate, AI has re
ceived numerous awards,
incuding the Nobel Peace
Prize.
Vet the 51COIC311CWCJ1U
greatest reward is
lb the
uie
uplifted spirit of the prisoners
who personally receive letters
from AI. One personal account
of letter receiving is described
by Ms. Anyanwu, a Nigerian
resident, who was imprisoned
in 1995 for publishing a news
report on an alleged coup plot
in Nigeria earlier that year.

man should, at the very least,
be given the electric chair, be
cause I know that has to hurt.
He should regret ever think
ing about doing what he did.
You may think that some
times the wrong man is con
victed, and it takes years to
find enough evidence to clear
him. I'm sorry, but those cas
es are one in a hundred and
one dead innocent man is
worth 99 dead guilty men.
The criminal should be made
to suffer just like their inno
cent victim. Arsonists should
be set on fire; bombers should
be blown up;rapists get the
file called "Really Bad Stuff."
If we do it this way I guaran
tee a drop in crime levels.
Even if someone has a bunch
of little offenses, and they
have been warned and im

Over the next three years, she
received 11,000 letters and
cards from AI and other inter
national human rights organi
zations. This outpouring of
concern fueled her hope until
her release in 1998."It was so
moving. I gained such strength
from them. I knew I had com
mitted no crime and now I
knew the world also knew
why I was in prison," she says.
In addition, Ms. Anyanwu
expressed her faith in the influ
ential power of letter writing
by stating, "Maybe you just
send one card - but all of these
cards are like little drops of wa
ter that combine to create an
avalanche of pressure."
Given Amnesty Internation
al's positive activities - inform
ing its members of global hu
man rights issues, alleviating
the isolation of prisoners, and
exposing and halting govern
ment iniractions - the need for a
strong UOP chapter is clear.
Aaron Kohl, a student and a
leader of C.A.U.S.E. of the
School of International Studies
(SIS), describes this need by
proclaiming that, "As a stu
dent, I should be able to in
crease my knowledge about
the world, but also act in accor
dance with what I learn. It is
my responsibility to lend my
voice to something that ex
ceeds my personal self, in other
words, to someone who needs

my support."
Suzanne Pasztor, an SIS his
tory professor and Amnesty
member since her college days,
believes that AI is a campus ne
cessity because, "It gets likeminded people together to talk
about, and act upon, news
items that don't get into the pa
per. Otherwise, if you feel pas
sionately about human rights,
where do you go?" The impor
tance of AI is also reflected in
Professor Pasztor's career path.
Through her involvment with
Amnesty during the 1980's,
Pasztor learned of various hu
man rights abuses in Latin
America — which progressive
ly caused her to shift her grad
uate plans from law school to
further study of that region.
According to AI's 1999 An
nual Report, "[Ijmpunity is the
single most important factor
leading to continued human
rights violations. Where abus
es have not been properly in
vestigated; where those re
sponsible have not been
brought to account for their
crimes: where truth has not
been revealed because the rule
of law has broken down or be-

prisoned and warned again,
and they won't listen, off to
the chair they go. Trust me,
after a few of them go to the
great penitentiary in the sky,
the rest will shape up. This
has nothing to do with
vengeance, and everything to
do with justice. If they grant
ed their victims no mercy,
they have no reason to expect
mercy themselves.
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reer fair reaches out to students
I OF VERA

\r Staff Writer

Students were able to make contacts with buisnesses in which they were interested.

nel Services, a temporary/di
rect hire placement agency,
spoke of what she looks for in
students. Mendoza said,
"There are several attributes
that students should have in
order to get a job. Students
should be confident, pre
pared, well-dressed, coopera
tive and flexible in their
skills." Mendoza also com
mented, "This fair is an excel
lent opportunity for students
to start thinking about their
career goals. I should have
taken advantage of the Career
and Internship Center oppor
tunities when I was here."
Pam Nogare, Events Coor

dinator for the Career and In
ternship Center, helped to
plan this year's fair. Nogare
sent invitations to porspective
companies that had been affil
iated with the Center. In addi
tion, Nogare stated, "Some
employers took the initiative
to make contact with the Ca
reer and Internship Center to
meet students."
Furthermore, Jodi Smith,
associate director of the Ca
reer and Internship Center,
stated, "This fair is a building
phase for us because there
was no Career Fair last year."
The purpose of this fair
was to expose students to a

Attention: The results are in. . .
"Do you think UOP's alcohol policy will benefit or harm the

Stockton community"
"I haven't really heard that much about UOP's
alcohol policy."
-Jamie Tucker

Out of 50 Stockton residents:

"I think the alcohol policy could cause more
drinking and driving because students will prob
ably be going off campus more to do their drink
ing."
-David Morrow

Harmful
tiled by Jessica Curley

Beneficial

Carousel
to open
i
The Pacifican

er 65 companies and
lesses from all over Caliattended the annual
lr Fair last Thursday,
gear's fair was held on
[ Hall Lawn. The busi3 had the chance to meet
Inform students about
pb opportunities and
es they have after gradue businesses were
ig to recruit interns and
hires, while others
d out information about
company. One compaoking for interns and
tudent hires was Anritompany that manufacand designs wired and
less communications test
ments and systems,
tally, the company repretive, Charlie Hotchkiss
UOP graduate, Class of
otchkiss stated, "We've
veral UOP students go
gh our CO-OP program,
ork closely with the Cad Internship Center to
students in our pros."
fact, several alumni
to represent their com
es, such as Teresa Meni, Class of '96. Mendoza,
lesenting ACT-1 Person-
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Don't
Know

"The University is doing a good thing by limit
ing students to only certain places for their parties,
but I think it might cause more driving accidents if
students decide to go off campus for parties."
-Diane Keeth

variety of careers and gener
ate interests for the Spring Ca
reer and Internship Fair. The
Career Fair also encouraged
students to stay in contact
with the Career and Intern
ship Center.
Other companies that were
present were Anderson Con
sulting, Glaxo Wellcome Inc.,
Raytheon Company, DEA,
Peace Corps, and many other
large organizations. The Ca
reer and Internship Center
will begin preparing for the
Spring Fair, which will be a
formal event for students
who are seeking internships
and jobs.

The Theatre Arts depart
ment is set to open its 76th
season on October 15 with
the classic and beloved
Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical, Carousel.
Timothy Schroepfer and
Chris Sponseller alternate
performances as Billy
Bigelow, who charms his
way into the heart of Julie
Jordan, played in alternat
ing performances by Jessica
Deardorff and Jenny Monk.
The story chronicles Julie's
life, with Billy looking on
with regret from heaven af
ter he is killed in a botched
robbery attempt before the
birth of their daughter,
Louise.
The production features
many talented students in
cluding: Rebecca Sponseller
as the naive, yet quirky Car
rie Pipperidge, Roz Crew as
cousin Nettie Fowler and
Joshua McKay as Billy's
tempter, Jigger, as well as an
outstanding ensemble of
singers and dancers.
The show opens October
15 in Long Theater. For
more information, cal'
946-2UOP.

Theatre Department
plans London trip
The Pacifican

Big Ben, Parliament, Picadilly Circus, Westminster
Abbey, Buckingham Palace
and Theatre! London is one
of the largest cities in the
world and it offers so much
to see and do. You could
even find yourself gallivant
ing about London seeing
some of the newest theatri
cal productions.
The Theatre Arts Depart
ment is planning a tour to

London, England for Spring
Break 2000.
Interested? For more in
formation call the Theatre
Arts Department at 946-2116
or to sign up stop by the
Theatre Arts Department on
south campus. Intention to
travel must be held with a
$500 deposit due no later
than November 1. Don't
miss this great opportunity
to travel abroad and see all
the fascinating sights in Lon
don.

METRO.
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TheI//TCareer
Fair
has
come
and
gone:
Now
wh
ikij*
111
l/~\ A KIKI A D/~»
A
JOANNA
ROYCE-DAVIS,
CIC

Guest Writer

Are you still coming off the
adrenaline rush of speaking to
employers who were gen
uinely interested in your skills
and experiences and in whom
you were equally interested?
Did you go to the Career Fair
and avoid particular employ
ers because on first glance
they seemed not to "fit your
career goals?" Or did you not
attend the Career Fair at all
because "there were no em
ployers there for me or people
with my major?"
If you are in the first catego
ry of students, you likely left
the Fair with a list of employ
ers that offered internship or
job opportunities of interest to
you. Your priority now is to
bring continued, positive at
tention to your name and can
didacy.
One way of doing this is to
mail a thank you letter to the
company representative. In
your letter, summarize or re
fer to the conversation that

you had at the fair. Relate
your enthusiasm and interest
in additional information.
Provide a resume if you have
not done so already. Promise
to e-mail or call within a spec
ified period of time and do so.
If you were in the second or
third category of students,
you might wish that you had
gained exposure to a greater
range of opportunities that
matched your needs. Consid
er broadening your focus.
For instance, you may not
have thought of working for
a government agency, but
many government employers
recruit students from several
different majors (e.g., busi
ness, education, MIS, liberal
arts, and others). Even though
an employer may have been at
the Fair recruiting for a specif
ic major, he or she could also
potentially connect you with
the person in their company
who hires for other positions.
The Career and Internship
is also prepared to assist you
identifying and connecting
with other employers who did

f Z A B X A E O T K A M N O n O P E
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Alpha Phi
The Ladies of Alpha Phi
^ would like to thank the men
_ of Omega Phi Alpha, Alpha
Kappa Lambda and Alpha
^ Kappa Phi-Archania for
T their hospitality thoughout
X the rush process. All the
A events were greatly appreciE ated. We are all looking forward to our upcoming exN change with Pi Kappa
O Alpha. Have a great week
n everybody.
Q Alpha Kappa Phi
p The men of Alpha Kappa
Phi-Archania would like to
£ again thank all the ladies
T that participated in our
Y Sweet Heart Rush. We had a
Q wonderful time getting to
know all of you ladies and
^ hope that you feel free to
A come around more often.
2)
Thank you to all the peoA Ple that came to Belle Funcg tion Ceremony last Friday.
This was when we got to
show the school the a maz-

x

ing group of new Sweet
Hearts that we have. We
could not be happier with
the fine group of ladies that
we have this year. You alL
will make Archania a better
place. Congratulations!!
We hope that this year is
going well for everybody
and want everyone to feel
free to come stop by the
house and hangout. We also
want to thank everyone
who came out and showed
support in the intramural
football game which we
won. Have a great week and
a fun weekend at Anchor
Splash!!
Delta Gamma
The ladies of Delta Gam
ma would like to invite you
out to Anchor Splash this
weekend. This event will be
a great time for everyone.
Don't be left hanging dry.
Come by the McCaffrey
center for more information
and to get your Anchor

1
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Cara Turner, a senior comm. major, speaks with Michael Leone of Leone & Leorr

not participate in the Career
Fair.
Your time is well spent fol
lowing up with employers
with whom you did not have
a Career Fair contact. Use the
Career Fair as a common
point of reference to begin a
conversation with the em
ployer. Your e-mail or phone
call might go like this: "Hi, my
name is Sally Student. I am a
student majoring in Psychology at UOP. I did not have the

Greek Life
Splash towel. We hope to
see you all there!
Alpha Phi Omega
The members of Alpha
Phi Omega would like to
once again congratulate our
Fall '99 pledge class. We
would like to thank the
members who are sharing
their talents and efforts in
the Book Buddy Program
each week. Thanks to all the
members who attended the
Leadership Institute on Sat
urday. We encourage you to
share the knowledge and in
formation you have gained
with the rest of the fraterni
ty. Also, we would like to
encourage all the members
and pledges to volunteer at
the Business Leadership
Summit next week. Our Fall
Sectional Conference is just
around the corner. Let's get
busy to Resurrect the Spirit
of Service.
Alpha Kappa Lambda
The men of Alpha Kappa

opportunity to speak with
you at the Career Fair on Sep
tember 23 and was hoping
that you might have a few mo
ments now. I understand that
you were recruiting for com
puter programmers at the
Fair, but I was hoping that you
might be able to direct me to
the person responsible for hir
ing in marketing. I have in
ternship experience implementing marketing strategies
for a. Fortune 500 company

and also, have 3ye
experience w it'll a
retailer. I believe th
and experience u
benefit to you r org,
The CIC is aval I ab
you with develop::
plan or convers at
Other CIC sporn soi
tunities to conta cti
include internsbi i p
tion sessions, andt
recruiting. Please c.
for details at 946-12:

Z A B X A E O T K A M N O

Lambda would like to once
again welcome and congrat
ulate the new pledges. Your
pledging period will be
your time to learn about the
fraternity and develop close
friendships. Congratula
tions to our intramural foot
ball team for their recent
victories, and we hope that
our captain will recover
soon from his injury. We
would also like to encour
age all the brothers to at
tend this Thursday's game.
Your support is needed to
cheer on our first place AKL
team. Thanks to all those
who attended our Techno
Dance Club last Friday. We
would also like to thank our
alumni for all their support.
You will always be wel
comed at the house. On a
last note, we love our An
gels!
Kappa Alpha Theta
The ladies of Kappa Al
pha Theta had a busy week

FT

last week! Thanlcs t
Phoenix Society for a
barbecue last Tfnu:
Also thanks to Phi De1
great time at Roll in tbi <
We always have fun
our houses get togeth t
A huge congratula
to our new members th
mester. We are excited
welcoming such a t
group of women into
house.
As always , we in
everyone to stop by
house anytime to introd
themselves or just say hi
Phi Delta Theta
Volcano Bash was an
solute success as we part,
like no other that night. 1
past weekend we had (
exchange with The Lad
of Theta, Roll in the H,
One word, good time. E
cently, we are starting to g
into midterms and heai
studying, so good luck vv:
classes everyone.
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New mural adds artistic flair to UCs
Johnson and Kaz Adachi,
started immediately in hopes
of finishing the mural before
students left for the summer.
Working constantly, even
through finals week, they
were still not able to complete
it in time.
The mural was completed
on campus through the Art
Department. The mural was
painted on plywood so that if
any damage occurred, the
mural could easily be taken
down and repaired. UC resi
dents definitely appreciate
the addition. "The mural adds
new life to a desolate place."
This mural is one way that UC residents are trying to make their living space more pleasant.
In addition to this mural,
TAMMY GONZALES
beach, canyons, the desert, grams for the residents, such the council hopes to continue
Staff Writer
trees and even an owl.
as BBQ's and bowling.
the beautification and is cur
The idea for a mural was
Once the community coun rently taking proposals for a
The McCaffrey Center conceived by UC's communi cil came up with their idea in
second mural. Bobby Magee
Apartments or UCs, which ty council. The council last September 1998, they had to
said, "We would like start a
were once referred to as the year consisted of, Bobby submit a written proposal to
tradition of the UC communi
"concrete jungle," now have Magee, president; Gretchen Residential Life and Housing
ty council putting up murals
something to add a little beau Gould, treasurer; Lily Gomez, with an 8"xl0" inch drawing
in the years to come." Magee
ty and color. An 80'x60' foot secretary, and Fran Murphy, of the mural. Once they re
would like anyone interested
mural now decorates one of advisor. The community ceived approval they contact
in contributing to the second
the walls of the UCs, located council receives about $10 per ed the Physical Plant. Physical
above the Summit and semester for each resident. Plant then calculated how mural to contact him. He can
be found at UC #32. Other
ASUOP. The mural is sup Half of this money is used for much of each color paint they
wise, everyone is encouraged
posed to embody the Califor permanent improvements, would need and how much
to go and see this wonderful
nia experience. It includes: such as the mural, and the plywood, then purchased the
addition to the walls of the
mountains, the ocean, the other half is used for pro supplies. The two artists, Mat
UCs.
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Pacific
tailgating
The Pacifican

Last Saturday, there was a
tailgate party scheduled to
take place before the
Women's Volleyball game
with Long Beach State. This
was to be part of the continu
ing program to increase stu 
dent attendance at athletic
events.
The event started off slow
ly, causing some worry
among its coordinators. By
the designated start time,
only a handful of students
had showed up, and there
were more than 30 boxes of
Round Table Pizza waiting to
be consumed
Students did show up, eat
ing the pizza and listening to
the band. Powercat and the
cheerleading squad made
the roundsat tire party, pass
ing out Pacific "Growl Tow
els" to everyone in atten
dance.
Overall, the turnout was
good, proving that spirit and
attendance at Pacific are not
dead. In fact that they are on
the rebound.

COME JOIN THE FUN!
DELTA GAMMA'S
20TH ANNUAL
OCTOBER 2ND
@12:30
BY THE POOL

* *A LLPROCEEDS BENEFIT
THE STOCKTON
BLIND CENTER

1
P A C I F I C

AS E- JF*
A&E@THEPACIFI^___^

THE PACIFICAN
SEPTEMBER
1999
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CD & Band Review

A man and his guitar
LARA ZAMANSKY

Staff Writer

I do not know whether it
was the beautiful weather or
the mindset I had at the
time, but I truly have to say
that being down in the Mc
Caffrey Center listening to
Christian Anthony sing and
play solo on his guitar was
one of the most pleasurable
experiences I have ever had.
Let me try to paint the set
ting for you. The McCaffrey
Center was pretty empty ex
cept for the random people
who were eating lunch or
passing through on their
way to class. It was the usu
al scene, but this time the
flow of things seemed to
have more of a serene and
enjoyable peace to it.
I could not help but won
der if the peacefulness had
to do with the mellow, yet
enthusiastic music being
played. I was sitting on one
of the picnic tables listening
to Christian Anthony pour
his talent out to our campus.
I found myself almost

mesmerized by the words of
Anthony's songs. His songs
were as personable to him
self as if they were his best
friends. He introduced them
to us by using humor and
real life scenarios.
I could not help but wish
that everyone could hear the
magic that I was experienc
ing.
The ten people that were
faithful listeners throughout
his performance may have
been a small group, but he
played like he was perform
ing in front of a million peo
ple.
Anthony definitely
knows how to express him
self through his music. He is
truly alive when he per
forms.
I felt many emotions ac
companied with a softness
tinged with excitement as
his voice set different moods
for each of his songs.
Just like Dave Matthews'
has a distinguishing way he
plays his guitar, Anthony
has a style of his own. It
seems as though his music

comes directly
from his soul,
through
his
body and exited
through his arm
as he feverishly
strumms
his
guitar.
Along with
his good looks
and passionate
desire
for
singing,
he
added a sultry
smooth touch to
his almost un
natural pres
ence on stage
with his tenor
vibrato.
To really ex
perience the tal
ents of Christ
ian Anthony,
you would have
listen to his al Christian Anthony's CD, Naked and Alive, showcases his intensity.
bum "Naked
th
and Alive" yourself, but I emotional side of me. "And and broken hearts, tout
was
the
hope
of
t>e
can give you a little preview. I could paint you a picture of
The song I enjoyed the most springtime in Maine, and I friends. I think the imtc
out of Anthony's perfor could sing you a love song ty of the way Anthony
formed the song maci e
mance was "Rain." The cho to wash away, my pain."
See Mart, pac,
The
song
was
about
love
rus sang to the romantic and

Movie Review

Big name actors, bad movie

STEPHANIE DODSON

Staff Writer

DOUBLE
JEOPARDY
"Suspense" is a double-edged sword for Double Jeopardy.

2=3ii.

This "thriller" starring
Tommy Lee Jones and Ash
ley Judd is so predictable
that there is nothing thrilling
about it. Bruce Beresford di
rects what appears to be a
third installment of "The
Fugitive" and "U.S. Mar
shals," which also stars
Tommy Lee Jones. Only this
time Jones is chasing a
woman who is wrongfully
accused of murder.
When Libby Parsons takes
a romantic cruise on a sail
boat with her husband Nick,
the last thing she expects is
to wake up covered in blood

and to find that her husband
has vanished. Libby, played
by Ashley Judd, is charged
and convicted for his mur
der despite her passionate
plea of innocence from the
witness stand. Libby is sent
to prison and she intrusts
her 4-year-old son, Matty, to
her best friend Angie (Annabeth Gish). The chase begins
when Libby loses contact
with Angie and Matty, but
with help of two inmates,
she is able to track them
down in San Francisco.
As Libby talks to Matty, a
very alive Nick (Bruce
Greenwood) arrives home,
which shocks her into realiz
ing that she's been framed

by her own husband,
only person who toeli^
her is a fellow inmate, N :
garet (Roma Maffia), \just happens to be an
lawyer. Margaret tells
about Double Jeopar
which is that a person c;
not be convicted of the s a
murder twice. Transla t:
She can murder her husba
and nothing will happer
her.
Libby begins working
Linda
Hamilton
stv
pumping iron and runn:
marathon laps in the pris
yard. After six years, she
paroled with no proble"
and sent to a halfway hou-

See Jeopardy, page |
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The funny Italian deli
tas, salads, and sandwiches.
Before ordering, my
friend
and I looked at the
3404 N.Delaware
studio's
photographs hang
944-9196
ing
on
the
wall while we
Hours: 11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
were
sitting
in their denim5:00 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.
covered
booth.
We decided
Closed Sundays and
to
try
a
small
pizza with
Mondays
mushroom topping for $7.10
and the spaghetti and ravio
HOLLY CICCAPACLIA
li pasta for $6.90. The small
Staff Writer
pizza was bigger than we ex
pected. It had thin crust and
What do mice have that wasn't too heavy or greasy.
no other animals have? The
The spaghetti and ravioli
answer is on the back of De pasta was a little bland. The
Parsia's menu, along with pasta came with garlic bread
answers to several other and salad or minestrone
jokes. De Parsia's is a little soup. Although not on the
Italian deli and restaurant regular menu you can order
right off of Alpine, caddy a mini pizza for $3.60. De
corner to Michael's Pizza.
Parsia's also offers side or
At the time I was there, it ders such as french fries,
was a one woman-show meatballs and garlic bread.
with our waitress being also
Next time I visit De Par
our cook and busgirl. De
sia's I will probably opt for
Parsia's offers pizzas, pas
the pizza or try one of their
De Parsia's

Continued from page 12
where she meets her parole
officer Travis Lehman (Tom
my Lee Jones). Jones plays
the identical no-nonsense
character he played in The
Fugitive and U .S. Marshals.
Despite his threat of no
second chances, Libby
breaks into Angie's former

Man

Continued from page 12
want to hear it over and over
again.
He introduced "Virginia,"
a story that most people can
relate to at least once in their
life. Anthony began to talk
about how things always
start off good and then be
fore you realize only bad
things start to happen.
Anthony continued his set
with the song "Picket
Fences." He began to com
pare painting with writing
music. He describes how
one can add and add to a
painting and you either re
sult in ruining it or creating
a masterpiece.
Anthony may have just
created a masterpiece with
his music.

The Italian deli with a sense of humor. Check out their power cat pride in the window!
sandwiches. I might go with
You can also order food range from $3.50 to $8.00.
their Dago sandwich, which from De Parsia's deli. They
For any of you that are
a meat patty with mozzarel- offer soup, salad, spaghetti, just dying to know the an
la cheese, salami, lettuce and mostaccioli and ravioli in swer to that intriguing joke,
De Parsia's gourmet mayon the pint or quart size. On the I'll tell you what mice have
naise and garlic-buttered pastas you get to pick your that no other animals
french roll with a side of favorite sauce from the have...baby mice! Yes, visit
french fries. That sandwich, meatless marinara, alfredo De Parsia's and you can read
along with their Wopo, costs or their red meat sauce. The more funny jokes just like
$5.40.
prices on these to-go orders that one.

work in order to obtain her ing between Libby and Nick whether she would get
new address.
is cleverly done at a hotel caught because Tommy Lee
She finds Angie's file but gala, where Bruce Green Jones seemed too sympa
is caught by the police and wood portrays evil with thetic to her plight.
ends up back with Travis.
style.
There is nothing susHer daring escape off the
Ashley Judd has the mis penseful enough to make
ferry is a fantastic beginning fortune of being a good ac you grip the edge of your
for her cross-country quest. tress in a bad movie. The seat.
With many unoriginal twists plot idea appears thrilling
However, there is a
and few surprising turns, yet the chase scenes between scream worthy scene in a
Libby lands in New Orleans. Travis and Libby are unex grave yard that made my
The much anticipated meet citing. I never worried skin scrawl.
I only planned on listen
ing to Anthony for about ten
minutes, but I wound up
staying for his whole perfor
PACIFIC AVE BOWL
mance and would watch
5939 Pacific Ave.
him perform again if I had
hd&tontlwi
the chance.
This is the kind of music
that would be ideal if played
at an outdoor evening con
cert at a park. Christian's
music would set the most in
tense and romantic mood at
a coffee shop late on a Fri
day night.
Overall, Christian Antho
ny's music is appropriate for
almost all situations includ
ing couples, friends, lovers
CO • VINYL RECORDS
or to enjoy when you are
8401 Ben Holt Dr. 951-8010
alone at home or in the car.
NOW IN STOCK:
In the future, boyfriends
Import CDs from Korn, Limp Bizkit, Rage Against
are going be jealous of the
the Machine, Phish, Radiohead and IVIOREl
affect Christian Anthony has
on their girlfriends.
Thousands of vinyl records and cassettes tool

EVERY FRIPAY NIGHT
FROM 10PM TO 1AM
•1100 PER PERSON
477-0267

The nagging question is
"Does she kill her hus
band?" I suggest seeing it at
a matinee to find out.

6262 West Lane
a
<K

m

955 5680

Bargain Matinees in () pqrr
Advance Ticket Sales
' ''
Available at the Box Office *

Three Kings - R

** No Passes *"
Daily: (2:30,4:30,5:05)
7:15,7:45,9:55, 10:20
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:30,2:00)

Mystery Alaska - R

** No Passes **
Daily: (1:45,4:25) 7:05,9:40
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:15)

H

Drive Me Crazy

PGI3

** No Passes **
Daily: (2:45,5:15) 7:35,10:00
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:15)

j-J

Double Jeopardy - R
** No Passes **

Daily: (2:10,2:40,4:40,5:10)
7:10.7:50,9:45,10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:40, 12:10)

Blue Streak - PG13
Daily: (2:15,4:45) 7:20,9:50
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:45)

Mumford - R
** No Passes **
Mon-Thurs: (2:35) 10:05
Fri-Sun: (11:50) 10:05

One Man's Hero - R
« No Passes »
Mon-Thurs: (1:50)
Fri-Sun: (11:20)

Stigmata - R
I

Daily: (5:00) 7:40
Early Show Fri-Sun: (2:35)

Friday -Thursday 10/1-10/7

1

ARTS
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Pic of the week

Top Ten things
overheard at the
UOP/Long Beach
volleyball game
10. "Did Long Beach
send their "high
school team or
what?"
9. "Who cares who
won the game, those
guys in the tiger
capes ruled!"
8. "With exciting
Saturday sports
action like this, who
needs a football
team?"
7. "So this is what
Spanos Center looks
like."
6. "IsElsa
Stegemann's spike
legally considered a
ieadly weapon?'
aeadlx
5. "I hope the
weather is nice in
Hawaii when we are
there."
4. "Those 'Beaches'
weren't so tough."
3. "I wonder if our
men's team could
hang with these
girls?"
2. "These 49ers have
as much a chance at
winning a champi
onship as those San
Francisco ones."
1. "WowlUOP
Students can
actually support an
athletic team!"
Compiled by
Brad Franca

JL.

XL

Fans of Section H, a student band here at UOP, sit and listen to popular ska/swing music in the McCaffrey Center

Carol's Pick of the Week

Christian Anthony is "Naked and Alive
Fabulous. Phenomenal.
Spectacular. Breathtaking.
Unbelievable. I cannot pick
one single word alone to de
scribe what I witnessed on
Thursday in the McCaffrey
Center.
Christian Anthony had such
a presence on the stage, feeling
in his words and finesse on his
guitar that I doubt that I will
ever forget his one hour per
formance. I don't usually cri
tique or report on bands, per
formers or CDs personally, but
I felt that in thissituation, I had
no choice. Christian Anthony
is on his way straight to the
top, and only a few of us here
at UOP saw him first.
In talking to Anthony after
he finished packing up his
equipment, I discovered that
he is just as charismatic off the
stage as he is while singing.
He is articulate, easy-going,
personable and intelligent. It

Calendar of Events
Week of September
30 - October 7,1999:
Friday, October1,1999:
UOP's Conservatory of
Music
Fall Concert Season
Honors Concert
Fave Spanos Concert Hall
8:00 p.m.
Call 946-2415

was an easy conversation and I
found myself wishing that we
had more time to talk.
Christian Anthony is the
epitome of the American
Dream. He grew up in New
Jersey, and after graduating
from college with a degree in
graphic design, packed up his
car with a friend and was off to
Hollywood with dreams of
making it big in the music industry. Without knowing a
single person except for his
companion from New Jersey,
Christian found an apartment
and started playing gigs local
ly. His hard work paid off in
the form of his debut CD,
Naked and Alive. Currently,
Christian is touring all over the
country to promote his CD and
to just generally get his name
out there. He mainly plays in
Guinness book stores and on
college campuses.
"Every time I hear a new

Check out www.cdbaby.com/anthony for more info.
band with a good sound mak
ing it big, it just challenges me
more to become even better."
He has the look. He has the
sound. He has the talent.
Sometime in the near future
Christian Anthony is going to

Saturday, October 2,1999:

Sunday, October 3,1999:

Reggae In The Park
Golden Gate Park
11:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Tickets available at BASS
Ticket outlets

Reggae In The Park
Golden Gate Park
11:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Tickets available at BASS
Ticket outlets

Delta Gamma's 20th
Annual Anchor Splash
12:30 p.m.

15th Annual Opera Gala
Excerpts from 1 he Magic
Flute, Carmen, Sunday in
the Park with George
Modesto High School :

be the beginning of a nev
craze of solo male performers
Forget the teeny-bopper bov
bands, it's time for a man to
break into the music scene.
In my opinion, that man is
Christian Anthony.
Auditorium
2:00 p.m.
Call 209-572-2867 for
tickets

If-

*To submit information to
the calendar, drop by the
Pacifican on the third floor
of Hand Hall, call 946-2114
and leave a message for
Carol or e-mail us at
calendar@thepacifican.
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The
Senior
Spin-off

y v- ' v ^

ALEX ZAMANSKY

News Editor

1 am starting to see the
light at the end of this
four year tunnel known
as college. Apparently,
our petitions to graduate
are due tomorrow. This is
scary. Before we know it
we will be throwin' our
Rolies ("Player's Holi
day" acronym) along
with our grad hats in the
air. At any rate, the end of
partying, hazing friends
and. "occasionally" going
to class seems to be with
in sight.
Not to rag on ASUOP,
but what is up with the
theater here on campus?
There has been like a total
of six mov ies show n si nee
| I came here back in 1996,
: and four of those were
shown the first two
weeks J was here. How
lame is that? What do
they do with all that emp
ty space? Are they saving
it for next year's housing
in case there is another
I unexpected influx of
freshmen attending? It
would not surprise me if
that happened. They
used the Health Center,
I why not put tents up in
| the theater?
So last week, I woke up
to the loud and ear
piercing sound of what I
thought was two "thun
derous" rockets being set
off outside my room in
the morning.
Needless to say, it was
sunny, yet pouring rain.
Strange huh? I thought at
first my air conditioning
unit was having some
weird mechanical failure
in which there was going
to be an atomic explo
sion, but it was actually
Mother Nature having
some wierd

ENTERTAINMENT.
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Scopes
Aquarius
(January 20 to .February 18)
Don' t^tt^ceas^ihjiptions
faulty information. Make
sure thafyou!|ejfiecked
your soumlkijrtcarefully

Gemini
(May
At long k
soulm,
all along.T]
time to we.

e20)
ignizea
fen here
an excellent
on

Libra

(September 23 to October 22)
It's fine to know your limits,
but it's also |ood to try to
stretch them, Even if it's a
small goal, be sure to set
yourself a challenge.

Pisces

Aries

(February 19 to March 20)
There's ais'uperheko inside
you jus)
;et out all you
is take that
first step,
far of the
unknow
ou back.

To.April 19)
a loved
to think
maybe
a deadline than

Cancer
(June^ttoJfuly 22)
You find yourself in the lime
light right when you least ex
pected it. Don't blush - you
deserve every little bit of

Scorpio
(October 23 to November 21)
Plan for the unknown, as ad
ventures are highlyjikely to
be in the olfing. If you are
to nurtureyburself.

Leo
(July 23tp4ugust 22)
If you've been burdening a
friend with your problems
are also listening to his or
heYwOes.

Sagittarius

(April

Your us
as thj
way. A
will open

May 20)
returns
;o your
•position
to you.

Virgo
(ADon'tim

tr ?

Ptembd 22)
f
ments onyour lovedones; no
one is In the moodto hear a
lecture. You shine brightly in
conversatibi^lyith strangers.

Capricorn

(November 22 to

ings into
well as tell

Taurus

>tion of a
ir feeljation as
the truth.

(Decembgi^tgjanuary 19)
ou are not

Soaps
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

General
Hospital

The Young and
the Restless

Palmer hires a private in
vestigator to follow Vanessa.
Dimitri's horse has to be put
down. Becca and Ryan acci
dentally see a video of Scott
and Greenlee making love.

Princess Gina, who will be
incognito at the ball, will pass
out before she can reveal her
true identity to Greta. Later,
Princess Gina will try to warn
"Gina" about Stefano.

Laura will lash out at
Katherine in front of Taggert.
Stefan later tells Laura he
could destroy Katherine but
will not for fear of losing
Nikolas. Luke will save Feli
cia from Faison by giving him
the diamonds.

Victor will be glad when
Ramona accepts his invita
tion to Genoa City. Cole will
continue to feel removed
from Ashley's preoccupation
with the Jabot matter. Kay
will hear about Brock.

Call Carol at

MARRY* IS
New to our store:

The Pacifican

Wonderfully fresh
Baked Goods
Come and try one today!

with any
Top 10 ideas!
•MHW
Anna' x fxyr4ik?
and Cape) feadinc

1852 Country Club Blvd
465-4877
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551

a-vir if • r

•

Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian Cuisine.
856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-6128
Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10:00 pm
Closed Sunday

All'
"ANYTIME IS COFFEE TIME"

Come enjoy the finest
SMOOTHIES in town
with the widest array
of supplements.

2233 Grand Canal Blvd. Ste.102
Stockton, CA 95207
PHONE: 209.952.JAVA
FAX: 209.476.1633

OPEN PAST MIDNIGHT EVERY NIGHT
Call 952. JAVA for a schedule of live music.

SPORTS
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Sideline

Continued from page 20
young team is using their de
feats to gain experience and
confidence. Their loss to
BYU last weekend was a
prime example. As head
coach Keith Coleman told
me, "It was a loss but not a
bad loss. BYU was a positive
experience, it was a chance to
learn." After all, BYU is the
No. 11 team in the nation and
any loss to a top ranked team
qualifies as a pretty good
learning experience. Hope
fully Pacific learned how to
win from Brigham Young so
they can beat North Texas at
home this Sunday.
Clubbing
Pacific's club soccer team
is a riot. They are a motley
crew of intense soccer stars
and enthusiastic supporters

who congregate to give their
all for the pure love of the
game. The Tigers beat
Bethany twice last weekend
(3-0, 6-4) and will travel to
Tahoe this Saturday to face
Sierra Nevada. I highly rec
ommend watching these
guys (and girls) next time
they take to Brookside Field
to honor soccer.
Blood in the Water
Men's water polo deserves
respect after killing Irvine
and Davis at home. The
games were swift, brutal and
bloody, just like water polo
should be. As an added
bonus, the fans were present
and enthusiastic, cheering on
the battle. Hopefully this
home pool enthusiasm will
carry until October 16, when
USC comes to Kjeldsen to
loose their No. 1 bragging

rights.
Duck Butter Squad
For those of you who did
not attend
volleyball's
"Match of the Millennium"
(why?) you missed out on the
crazy hijinx of the Duck But
ter Squad. These two mys
tery men have set out to in
crease school spirit and
support their team with
break dancing, choreo
graphed routines and general
mayhem. Complete with
capes and shades they storm
the court with the passion of
the pep band and the style of
Beastie Boys. Like they said,
"We are just out to have a
good time and help the best
team in the country." This
kind of spirit is exactly what
Pacific needs to get to the Fi
nal Four. This duo is a defi
nite must see.

T t *e h

The Sideline
Money Shot

The Duck Butter Squad in a c t i o n a g a i n s t
rival Long Beach

Junior runner finishes
in record time

Pacific Athletics
Schedule

The Pacifican

Women's Volleyball

Cross Countr}'

Men's Water Polo

Pacific vs. Cal Poly
Thursday 9/30/99
7 p.m. at Spams Center

Stanford Invitational
Saturday 10/2/99
Day at Stanford

Pacific vs. California
Sunday 10/3/99
12 p.m. at Berkeley

Women's Volleyball

Field Hockey

Women's Volleyball

Pacific vs. UC Santa Barbara
Saturday 10/2/99
7 p.m. at Spanos Center

Pacific i'S. California
Saturday 10/2/99
1 p.m. at Berkele)'

Pacific vs. Santa Clara
Tuesday 10/5/99
7 p.m. at Spanos Center

Week of 9-30-99

Intramural Update
Pacific Intramurals has enjoyed yet
another exciting week. At the
Chris Kjeldsen pool last Sun
day, the Innertube Water
Polo tournament attracted
five entries. The after
noon was highlighted
by a thrilling semi-final
match
between
Pike/Theta and the Tu
bers (Alpha Phi/Phi
Delta Theta) which re
sulted in double over
time. Beautiful, sunny
weather complimented the
fun-filled competition as
Pike/Theta claimed the cham
pionship against a tough Jessie B.
squad. Thanks goes out to all those who
partidpated!

Entries for the Doubles Tennis tourna
ment close today. Tournament play
is set for Sunday, October 3, at
the Hal Nelson Tennis
Courts. Volleyball entries
are still open for 4-person,
6-person CO-REC and
Women's leagues. The
Tiger Tip-Off tourna
ment scheduled for Fri
day, October 15 begin
ning at 3p.m. will feature
Basketball, Racquetball
and Sand Volleyball
events. The championship
basketball game will be
played at the beginning of Mid
night Mania, so stop by the Intra
murals office in the Main Gym to pick up
entry forms for this Homecoming spectacular!

People say that every
cloud has its silver lining,
and in the case of the Pacific
cross-country
women's
team, those people had bet
ter be right.
The women posted an
11th place team finish at the
Sundodger Invitational in
Seattle,WA Saturday, Sept.
25.
Besides the experience
gained, the only noticeable
upside to this meet was
made by the Tigers leader,

junior Cynthia
Krieger placed 7-41hi in
ually, but set a schooli
with a time of 1 9: -4 6t
five-kilometer course
Also scoring a m or
103 runners f o r t h e
were Katie E n g e l
20:31), Ericka Pastra n
20:44), Marlene
(94th, 20:55), T o r r e
(96th, 21:08), and BCi r"r:
(102nd, 24:26).
Pacific returns t o a c
t he Stanford Invi ta t i o
Palo Alto on S a t u r d
2.

Baun Fitness Center Nei
Welcome to another excit
ing year of fitness at Pacific.
Baun Fitness Center has ex
panded their fall hours for
student convenience. The
center now closes at 11 p.m.
Monday through Thursday,
7 p.m Friday, 9 p.m. Satur
day and 10 p.m. Sunday.
Crunch, power sculpting,
cardio-jamm and cardioboxing classes are being of
fered to boost your work
out. Participation in the
classes is free for members
of the Fitness Center.
Are you Interested in

playing tennis? The
Nelson Tennis Cour>
now open for recrea t.
use Mondays and Wed
days 6:30p.m. to 8:3. :
We do have a limited n
ber of rackets availab
check out, so get tr
courts early.
If you are interests
additional
week,
evening or weekend h
for tennis please call
mail Jennifer Sexton, m
ager Baun Fitness Ce
946-7307 or mail to: ton@uop.edu

Men's Water Polo

Polo performs at home to take Irvine and Davis
I I K ir\r* / A i r\
JESSICA LINDEVALD
Staff Writer

.....
more
Chris
Nowak put
the Tigers in
the
lead
with 1:07 left
in the sec
ond period.
Senior
Karl
Thanning
said, "UC
Irvine was a
physical
team. I have
;
to
admit Kraii Jorgensen
that I got in a few fights."
Anyone who has ever
watched or played water polo
knows how draining the game
can be.
The players have a ton of
things that they have to con
centrate on all at one time. The
coaches yell advice at the play
ers
like,
"Work
it
around!",while the players just

'*^^"**"*"1
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It was the perfect weekend
for Pacific fans to hang out at
the pool and watch the men's
water polo team drown both
UC Irvine and UC Davis.
Saturday's game against
fourth-ranked UC Irvine, start
ed out rough for our fifthranked Tigers when the
Anteaters took a 3-0 lead early
in the first quarter. Pacific
fought back when senior Pat
Donlin scored the team's first
goal.
UC Irvine would not score
again for the remaining 24:35 of
the game. Pacific dominated
the rest of the battle by scoring
another six goals to make the
final score 7-3 in UOP's favor.
Junior Brett Ehlers scored
the game-tying goal with 3:15
left in the first half, and sopho-

T Vlf'
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need to im
prove on."
It seems like
the men's wa
ter polo team is
doing some
thing right be
they
cause
went on to de
feat the nineS teenth-ranked
UC Davis in
j
their
match last
_____
-•
Sunday.
flexes his throwing arm against the Awes
w
,
_
i
The Tigers
have to try to keep themselves pounced ahead of the Aggies
above water desipite the efforts with a 4-0 lead with the help of
ofAeopposihon.
Pat Donlin again scoring the
.aC !C S
"se stl11 first goals for Pacific. With:46
managed to do an excellent job, ieft in the first quarter, the Agespecially the senior goalkeep- gies closed in on the Tigers
er,Jeff Johnson, who had ten with a score of 5-3, but that was
saves for the team.
the closest they ever got.
Senior Andrew Tri said, "It
By half-time, Pacific led
was a game that really showed Davis with a 12-5 lead. Donlin
us where we are and what we racked up three goals for the

Tigers to defeate the Aggies.
Freshman Eddie Wisniewski,
senior Gabe Esposto and junior
Brett Ehlers aided the win. Ju
nior Kevin Loscotoff drove in
the most goals for the Tiger
team with four goals to seal the
victory. Other scorers included
Nowak, Thanning, Bushuev
and Salerno.
The game ended with an
amazing season high score for
the Tigers of 18-10.
Donlin said, "We got a
chance to use a lot of our sub
stitutes, so it gave them more
experience."
Senior goalkeeper Luke Ratto had eight saves for Pacific,
and made his first start of the
season.
Join the men's water polo
team (7-2) at their next game
against California on Sunday,
October 3.

Womens Soccer

McCaskey stopped by BYU
BEN/AMIN STARR
Staff Writer

The goal of most sports is
to limit your opponents
score while increasing yours.
Up until Saturday's matchup
with No. 11 BYU, senior
goalkeeper Kim McCaskey
had done an excellent job of
just that.
On Thursday, September
23 McCaskey pitched her
fifth straight shutout in a 1-0
victory over Weber State. It
was
McCaskey's
25th
shutout in her career as a
Tiger. As she continues to
write her name in the Tiger
record books she is also
putting her signature in the
NCAA record books. Mc
Caskey now holds the No. 15
spot
for
consecutive
shoutout minutes with 495
minutes and 42 seconds, the
first appearance in the
NCAA record from a Pacific
soccer player.
The match actually went
scoreless for both teams until
senior midfielder Shelly
Cena scored a last chance

goal off an assist from junior
Brooke Kentera with 52 sec
onds to go in regulation.
This win marked the sec
ond time this season that the
Tigers have won a game with
less than a minute of regula
tion time remaining.
McCaskey's
shutout
streak did not last through
the Tiger's trip to Provo,
Utah or through the first
half of play against BYU.
McCaskey was replaced by
freshman Megan Pickering
in the start start the second
half. McCaskey allowed the
No. 11 Cougars to score
twice in the first 45 minutes.
Pickering saved all six shots
that were attempted in her
half of play, a total that
equaled the Tiger's overall
shots for the game, and in
243 minutes this year. Rook
ie Pickering has allowed
only two goals to slip by her,
a .370 goals against average.
Jamee Luchessi led the Pa
cific attack with four shots
on goal and Kentera had two
shots against the Cougars.
The loss dropped the

Tiger's improving record to
6-3 overall and 2-0 in the Big
West.
Pacific returns to action on
Friday, October 1 with a Big
West Conference match at
Boise State University.
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PODESTO'S

| TEAM LEGENDS|
SCREENPRINTING

Serving all your favorite Ben & Jerry's
including Cherry Garcia and Phish Food

EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

• Come in for a free taste
• Also serving sundaes and shakes
• New outdoor eating cafe

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECJEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

Ben & Jerry's Single Scoop
Cone or Cup

'Model open daily
'Unique 1,24 3
bedrooms
'Park - like setting
'Fireplaces
•Pool-Spa

only a99^

f

» f ,yr,, t, *

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive*'(209) 957-6710

LIMIT 1
WITH COUPON

h-

6725 Pacific Ave.
in Lincoln Center

A
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SPORTS
Men's
Polo SchecJuk
October 3
at CaliforniaOctober 9/4 °

at NoG&i
Tournamer"1*
ed Pacific last season quite eas
Staff Writer
ily. However, that is all in the
past and it is this year that
They say revenge is sweet.
counts.
For those teams who beat
"The ultimate goal of the
Pacific last season, look out! team is to place first in NCAA
The Tigers are hungry for pay and first in the MPSF tourna
back and they are ready to ment at the end of November,"
said Sophomore James Chinplay.
With the leadership of Head chiolo.
Coach Courtney Porter, Pacif
This 1999 Pacific squad is
ic has been handing out losses young, but they are pumped
like it is their job. In fact, Pa up and excited about playing.
cific has won four in a row to There are seven new players
improve their record to an im for Pacific this season and only
pressive 7-2 while moving up two are returning starters, se
the national rankings.
niors Gabe Esposto and Pat
Pacific, a team who went 8- Donlin.
16 last season, is currently
"We have many new play
ranked fifth in the nation but ers who are getting their first
they are expected to move up collegiate experience this year
to fourth with the victorious and doing well so far," said se
weekend. Last Saturday the nior Andrew Tri.
Pacific's coach is also
Tigers defeated UC Irvine, cur
rently ranked fourth, without young. This is only Porter's
much trouble.
second year as head coach but
"We are definitely on a roll" he has more than enough ex
said Porter. "We are beating perience. As a high school wa
some good teams right now ter polo coach, Porter led
which says a lot."
Tokay High to 16 league cham
Not only has Pacific defeat pionships in 17 seasons.
ed some good teams, they
In addition, Porter has also
have defeated some great coached for the Senior Nation
teams. On September 19, the als, Junior Nationals and the
Tigers conquered Berkeley, a Junior Olympics. He was in
team that tormented Pacific all strumental in the success of
last season.
former Tiger Brad Schum"It was huge for us to beat macher as an Olympic swim
mer and National Team water
Cal last week," said Porter.
Along with Berkeley, Pacific polo player.
has already defeated numer
Porter is the leading force to
ous top ranking teams this sea Pacific's success thus far, but
son. All of these teams defeat it takes more than coaching to
DANNY NUSS

>

Water Polo Results
September 18
#5 Santa Barbara
Win 6-5
September 18
#1 USC
Loss 3-12
September 19

# 4 California
Win 7-5
September 19
#8 Pepperdine
Win 6-5
September 25
#4 UC Irvine

September 26
UC Davis
Win 18-10

win. It takes leadership and
teamwork.
"The seniors are really tak
ing control out there/' said
Porter. "Pat, Gabe and An
drew are taking the leadership
roles while still keeping their
composure."
With so many new faces on
this team, it is vital that the ex
perienced players take charge.
So far this is the case and Pacif
ic is having huge success.
"The outlook for the team is
to finish the highest ranked
UOP team ever,"said Tri. "Our
number one goal is to win a
NCAA championship".
Pacific is confident they will
win, but winning does not
come easy. The Tigers have a
very difficult schedule this
season that promises to be an
exciting one.
Among the most difficult
games Pacific will have this
season are USC, UCLA and
Stanford. All of these teams are
ranked in the top five, includ
ing Pacific.
"Any one of these teams is
capable of beating another on
any given day,"
said Porter. "I
am excited
about our flRI
position
but we are S <£, jgr> TH
taking
each game
ft
as it comes." %JW|pfc f

October 1 3
vs. USC
October 17
at UC Davis
October 23
at Long Beach
October 24
at UCLA
October 30
vs. UC Santa Cruz

SPORTS
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Left:
Tayna Dimitnijevic and Tracy Chambers blocking a Beach
attempt.
Below:
Power cat catches some air with a little help from the Pacific
cheer team.

Volleyball

Continued from page 20
lead in the match, were secure
ly in the driver's seat.
The break before game three
allowed Long Beach a chance
to regroup as best they could,
and coach Brian Gimillaro did
his best to try and work some
of the magic that led to the
49ers undefeated 1998 season.
As the game started, and Long
Beach began to build up a
small lead, finally subduing
Pacific's offense and beginning
to jump-start their own.
The harder Long Beach
fought, the louder the crowd
grew, making the 49ers end of
the court deafeningly loud.
Slowly building momentum,
the Tigers began to take
charge, molding into a cohe
sive, powerful unit. After a
meltdown over a call that
would have made Bobby
Knight proud, the 49ers ap
peared to be losing their com
posure, and the time to strike
was at hand.
Junior Danielle Shinn
dropped her second ace of the
jame on the Beach and the tide
pad officially turned. Playing
mforcer like an angry police
orce, the Tigers flexed their
muscle and made Long Beach
tate finally respect their aupority!
Showing why they were the
lation's top ranked squad and
Torce to be reckoned with, the
Tigers nailed the coffin shut in

LC X FOR 0

Elsa Stegemann

an exciting finale to take the
game 16-14, and the match 3
games to nil. No sooner had
the last point hit the floor than
the bad roared the familiar
phrases of "R-E-S-P-E-C-T!"
and the house was in pande
monium.
Said Stegemann after the
match, "Our crowd is amaz
ing, they come out and sup
port us every year good or
bad, rain or shine. And our
band is amazing... let me say
that again, the band is amaz
ing! They put the edge over so
much." She went on to say

"They're a great team and
came out and played hard, but
we did things and got on a roll
that they just couldn't stop."
For the Tigers, senior Stege
mann recorded a match-high
23 kills in a total team effort.
Sara Bronson's contribution
came in the form of 15 digs and
a staggering 6 blocks. Tracy
Chambers threw down 18 kills
without a single error, while
Jennica Smith dropped a bak
er's dozen of her own on the
49ers. Also noteworthy, senior
setter Tanja Dimitrijevic came
up with 4 blocks to compli
ment her 53 assists. Not to be
outdone, Danielle Shinn put
down a huge 4 service aces.
After watching his team im
prove to 11-0 (2-0 Big West),
Pacific coach John Dunning
kept things in perspective.
"The key thing is the confer
ence, and in order to be seated
high at the end you have to
beat the good teams." Howev
er, Dunning also said with an
air of relief that "The more
good teams you beat, the hard
er it is to drop [in the polls]."
The red hot and still top
ranked women's' volleyball
team returns to action this
week with home matches ver
sus Cal Poly (Thursday) and
UC Santa Barbara (Saturday),
and with each passing week
the Tigers find themselves two
wins closer to a trip to Hawaii
for the Final Four in mid-De
cember.

Clay Court
Competitions
BENJAMIN STARR

Staff Writer

The Wimbledon of College Tennis, the T. Rowe Price Na
tional IntercollegiateClay Court Tennis Championships, were
played last week at the Suburban Club of Baltimore County.
Pacific women's tennis freshman Anouk Sinnige advanced
to the third round of prequalifying at the most prestigiuos ten
nis tournament of the collegeseason before being eliminated
in the third round by No. 2 seed Eva Jimenez of Miami (FL.),
6-0,6-3.
Men's sophomore Dietrich Haug advanced to the qualify
ing rounds before being defeated by Martin Wolsetchalager
from the University of Alabama- Birmingham in the first
round, 6-3,7-6 (4).
The men's tennis team will participate in the Bulldog Clas
sic tournament held in Fresno, CA October 8.
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Match of the millenium

Pacific Beaches Riva

bout finished up, the Tigers
could turn their attention to
Saturday's matinee with Long
"And I will strike down Beach State. The 49ers have
upon thee with great one of the most ominous home
vengeance and furious arenas in the country, filled
anger..." Not since Samuel L. with rowdy fans and typically
EMILY DAVIDSON
Jackson in "Pulp Fiction" has ear-splitting noise. It took out
Sports Editor
anyone laid down the law the right bribery of free food, but
way the Tigers did to nemesis Pacific fans turned out like
The Sweetest Thing
Long Beach State over the their So-Cal counterparts.
There is nothing better weekend.
Perhaps coincidence or per
than watching cocky teams
Though always a dominat haps a shrewd selection, the
lose to Pacific. As the preten ing force in both the Big West pep bad fired things up with a
tious rascals fall further be Conference as well as the na selection by Long Beach na
hind our mighty Tigers, their tion, the Pacific Tigers have tives Sublime while the teams
arguments with the referees spent the last two seasons in took the floor for warm-ups.
get more absurd and the the shadow of
The crowd grew,
Pacific 3
coach's veins protrude dan Long Beach State.
as did the tension,
gerously until the team is ul The Tigers have
Long Beach 0
all fueled by the
timately dolled a yellow card. been to Long
ferocious
pep
Then all hell really breaks Beach what Mike 15-7, 15-7, 16-14 band's rocking
loose. Long Beach and UC Tyson has been to
version of "Jungle
Irvine both fit the description Evander Holyfield. But this Boogie" that sounds increas
perfectly, and both got time, the Tigers made their bite ingly better than the Kool &
schooled by our Pacific Tigers count.
the Gang original.
last weekend. You should
To open conference play
Through the roar of the anx
have seen some of these Thursday, Pacific used the ious crowd of 3000 plus, Pacif
tantrums. It was quite a spec Nevada Wolfpack the way ic fired out of the gate with a
tacle.
Mark McGwire does batting relentless attack on the 49ers
First Amendment?
practice pitchers. The 3 game defenses. Senior Sara Bronson
Adding to my already low match (15-11,15-6,15-12) took lead the defensive charge,
opinion of Long Beach was little more than an hour as the holding Long Beach State to a
the fact that their coach, Brian Tigers improved to 10-0 (1-0 measly .098 hitting percentage
Gimmillaro, filed a complaint Big West). In the tune-up for for game 1. Helping the Tigers
about our very own Testos Long Beach, a whole host of establish an early offensive
terone Row, banning their Tigers got onto the floor to see domination, the three amigos
spirited heckling from the some action, yet it was the usu of Stegemann and fellow se
sideline of the "Match of the al suspects who stood out in niors Tracy Chambers and Jen
Millennium." Testosterone the boxscore.
nica Smith attacked relentless
Row is an instrumental part
Senior outside hitter Elsa ly as the Tigers pummeled
of the Pacific home team ad Stegemann rung up match- Long Beach 15-7 in the open
vantage and spirit and highs of 14 kills and 18 digs, ing game of the match.
should never be silenced. while fellow senior Jennica
With the serve to start the
Coach, it is bad enough to be Smith added 12 kills with only second game was Pacific
pompous, but do you have to two errors (for a .500 hitting sophomore Courtney Miller,
be cowardly too?
percentage) to round out the who's first attempt was too
Learning Experience
Tigers' cast of double-digit kill much for the 49ers to handle.
As women's soccer contin attackers. Sophomore Jamie The ace, one of eight on the
ues to improve in their strug Hamm also made her presence day for Pacific, gave the Tigers
gle to regain the splendor known with an even 10 digs in a 1-0 lead and helped start the
that was last season, the somewhat limited action.
landslide. Miller's serve con
tinued to baffle Long Beach
Now,
with
the
undercard
See Siedeline, page 16
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

Senior Sara Bronsont and Angela display good dig form

State's team like Pedro Mar
tinez' curveball, and when the
Beach finally managed their
first sideout they already
trailed 7-0.
Throughout the second
game Long Beach struggled to
keep the match still in reach,
but Pacific's stingy defense al
lowed only an unreal 7 kills,

and a .065 hitting percei
With an anemic offense
by the Tigers defenders.
Beach's defense became
last resort, and that too
from enough to give tl
win in game 2. Pacific ma
the first game's score, tc
game 2 15-7, and with
See Volleyball, page j

Women's
Volleyball
Cf##
o

Pacific (1-0,2-0 Big West) is ranked No. l\for the fourth we
Long Beach (8-2,1-1 Big West) is rank^ No^5 ~^"^j
Elsa Stegemann had 23
j- f
Stegemann is 86 \
Chia

rs hit a;.621 attack aeicentage with 18 k.

. xxoty, in 29 attacks,

|has.recorded 388

